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Description: 

Mr. Suman Deb introduced the topic by stating the use of ‘Raspberry Pi’ and its  

importance in the technical field. Raspberry Pi  was developed in the year 2012 in 

United Kingdoms and reached India by 2013-2014. Raspberry Pi is a full-fledged  

on board of a credit size. It contains a 256MB RAM and a programmable 700MHz 

ARM11 microcontroller board. It runs efficiently with Raspbian Wheezy, the  

Debian based Linux. Raspbian comes preloaded with Python, the official  

programming language of Raspberry Pi and IDLE3, a Python Integrated  

Development Environment .Mr. Suman then gave us a brief description of the  

model of Raspberry Pi ,its features, pins , ports etc.  
 

Discussions on the following points were done: 

· Configuration 

· Terminal 

· Wifi 

· Bluetooth 

· Software needed 
 



After covering the theory on Raspberry Pi we began with the installation of OS. 

NOOBS OS was installed on the sdcard used for Raspberry Pi. Wi-Fi connection  

with Pi and connecting Pi remotely to laptop was explained .  
 

We were then taught to code in Python. The basic syntax and coding was explained

 by Mr. Justine using simple programs like addition of two variables, taking string, 

arrays, operating on them and concluded with printing a Fibonacci series. After  

completing the configuration process and basics of Python, he told us about its  

applications. 

 

The first experiment was to make an led blink. The code for the same was written  

and the led was switched on and off giving a delay of 1 second. The second  

experiment included measuring distance using a ultrasonic sensor using the Pi. Just

ine told us about the use of motors with Raspberry Pi and also explained various  

other motors. 

 

Towards the end of the session, a demonstration on Internet of Things (IOT) was  

shown. It gave us information as to how Raspberry Pi can be made useful in Home 

Automation.   
 

Feedback:  

1. Baibhav Kumar (TE-EXTC) 

          

         Too much for a one day workshop but I still learned a few things that will  

         help me in my project. Justin and Suman were well versed with Raspberry  

         Pi, however as only Justin knew how to troubleshoot the errors it took quite 

         some time. 
 



 

2. Rayan Lobo (SE-MECH) 

 

       The Raspberry Pi workshop was an awesome experience for my team and  

       me on a whole .Though inclusive of a few technical difficulties the way the  

       entire workshop flowed was awesome with everyone learning atleast the  

       basics of everything. 

 

1. Archana Madivala (SE-EXTC) 

     
 

I could understand the topic and was satisfied with the workshop. Volunteers   

were helpful and did a great job. Justine and Suman were pretty organised and    

prepared . However installation took quite some time as there were only a few 

HDMI cables and hence illustration of motor and temperature sensor had to be 

cut short. 
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Vote of Thanks: Mr. Balaji Dontha (TE EXTC) 
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